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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a two-stage analog com-
bining architecture for millimeter wave (mmWave) communica-
tions with hybrid analog/digital beamforming and low-resolution
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). We first derive a two-
stage combining solution by solving a mutual information (MI)
maximization problem without a constant modulus constraint
on analog combiners. With the derived solution, the proposed
receiver architecture splits the analog combining into a channel
gain aggregation stage followed by a spreading stage to maximize
the MI by effectively managing quantization error. We show
that the derived two-stage combiner achieves the optimal scaling
law with respect to the number of radio frequency (RF) chains
and maximizes the MI for homogeneous singular values of a
MIMO channel. Then, we develop a two-stage analog combining
algorithm to implement the derived solution under a constant
modulus constraint for mmWave channels. Simulation results
validate the algorithm performance in terms of MI.
Index Terms—Two-stage analog combining, low-resolution
ADCs, mutual information.
I. INTRODUCTION
Millimeter wave communications have attracted large re-
search interest as a promising 5G technology [1], [2]. Utilizing
multi-gigahertz bandwidth can potentially achieve an order of
magnitude increase in achievable rate [3]. Significant power
consumption at receivers with large antenna arrays, however, is
considered as one of the primary challenges to address. In this
paper, we consider hybrid beamforming receivers equipped
with low-resolution ADCs to resolve such a challenge by
reducing both the number of RF chains and ADC bits.
For mmWave channels, hybrid beamforming techniques
were developed by leveraging the sparsity of the channel in
the beamspace [4]–[11]. Orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)-
based algorithms were proposed in [4]–[8] to design analog
beamformer by using array response vectors (ARVs). The
OMP-based algorithm proposed in [4] was improved by it-
eratively updating the phases of the phase shifters [8] and by
combining OMP and local search to reduce the computational
complexity [7]. A channel estimation technique was also
developed by using hierarchical multi-resolution codebook-
based ARVs for hybrid systems [5].
Unlike the previous work [4]–[11], hybrid beamforming
systems with low-resolution ADCs were investigated in [12]–
[17]. In [12], an analog combiner was designed by minimizing
The authors at The University of Texas at Austin were supported by gift
funding from Huawei Technologies.
Figure 1. A receiver architecture with two-stage analog combining, low-
resolution ADCs and digital combining.
the mean squared error (MSE) including the quantization
error without a constant modulus constraint. In [15], [16], a
singular value decomposition (SVD)-based analog combiner
was implemented by using an alternating projection method.
It was shown in [15] that hybrid MIMO systems with low-
resolution ADCs provide the superior performance and power
tradeoff compared to infinite-resolution ADC systems. In ad-
dition, a subarray antenna structure with low-resolution ADCs
was investigated in [17]. The analysis in [15]–[17] provided
insights for the hybrid architecture with low-resolution ADCs.
The coarse quantization effect, however, was not explicitly
taken into account in the analog combiner design.
In this paper, we propose a two-stage analog combining
architecture for hybrid systems with low-resolution ADCs as
shown in Fig. 1. To design a two-stage analog combiner for the
proposed architecture by considering the coarse quantization
effect, we formulate a MI maximization problem without im-
posing a constant modulus constraint on an analog combiner.
We first derive a near optimal analog combining solution for
general channels. The derived solution can be decomposed into
two parts: a channel gain aggregation function that captures
channel gains into the lower dimension and a spreading
function that evenly spreads the aggregated gains over all
available RF chains to reduce quantization error. We show
that the derived solution achieves the optimal scaling law
which scales logarithmically with respect to the number of RF
chains whereas a conventional optimal solution only achieves
a bounded MI. The derived solution also maximizes the MI
when the singular values of a MIMO channel are the same.
We further propose an ARV-based two-stage analog combining
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algorithm for mmWave channels to implement the derived
solution under the constant modulus constraint. Simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed two-stage analog com-
bining algorithm outperforms conventional algorithms.
Notation: A is a matrix and a is a column vector. AH
and AT denote conjugate transpose and transpose. [A]i,: and
ai indicate the ith row and column vector of A. We denote
ai,j or [A]i,j as the {i, j}th element of A and ai as the ith
element of a. λi{A} denotes the ith largest singular value
of A. CN (µ, σ2) is the complex Gaussian distribution with
mean µ and variance σ2. E[·] and V[·] represent an expectation
and variance operators, respectively. The correlation matrix is
denoted as Rxy = E[xyH ]. The diagonal matrix diag{A}
has {ai,i} at its ith diagonal entry, and diag{a} or diag{aT }
has {ai} at its ith diagonal entry. blkdiag{A1, · · · ,AN} is
a block diagonal matrix with diagonal entries A1, · · · ,AN .
I denotes the identity matrix with a proper dimension and
we indicate the dimension N by IN if necessary. 0 denotes
a matrix that has all zeros in its elements with a proper
dimension. ‖A‖ represents L2 norm. | · | indicates an absolute
value, cardinality, and determinant for a scalar value a, a set
A, and a matrix A, respectively. Tr{·} is a trace operator and
x(N) ∼ y(N) indicates limN→∞ xy = 1.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a single-cell uplink network. A base station
(BS) is equipped with Nr receive antennas in uniform linear
arrays (ULA) and NRF RF chains (NRF < Nr), and serves Nu
users each with a single transmit antenna (Nu ≤ NRF). We
consider that each channel hγ,k is the sum of Lk propagation
paths for user k [18]. The number of channel paths Lk is
considered to be small due to the sparse nature of mmWave
channels [2]. The narrowband channel of user k is given as
hγ,k =
1√
γk
hk =
√
Nr
γkLk
Lk∑
`=1
g`,ka(φ`,k) (1)
where γk, g`,k, and a(φ`,k) are the pathloss, the complex gain
of the `th propagation path of user k, and the ARV for the az-
imuth AoA of the `th path of the kth user φ`,k ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2],
respectively. We assume that g`,k follows an independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian distribution,
g`,k
i.i.d∼ CN (0, 1). The ARV a(θ) for the ULA is given
as a(θ) = 1√
Nr
[
1, e−jpiϑ, e−j2piϑ, . . . , e−j(Nr−1)piϑ
]T
where
ϑ = 2dλ sin(θ) denotes the spatial angle that is related to the
physical AoA θ, d represents the distance between antennas,
and λ is the wave length. In this paper, φ and θ denote the
physical AoAs of a user channel and physical angles of analog
combiners, respectively, and ϕ and ϑ indicate the spatial angles
for φ and θ where ϕ, ϑ ∈ [−1, 1], respectively.
We consider a homogeneous long-term received SNR net-
work1 for simplicity where the same long-term received SNR
for all users is achieved by using a conventional uplink power
1We remark that the derived results in this paper can also be valid for a
heterogeneous long-term received SNR network with minor modification.
control that compensates for the large scale fadings [19], [20].
Let x = Ps be the Nu × 1 vector of transmit signals of
Nu users where P = diag{√ρ γ1, . . . ,√ρ γNu} is the matrix
of transmit power and s is the Nu × 1 transmitted symbol
vector. Let Hγ = [hγ,1, . . . ,hγ,Nu ] = HB where B =
diag{√1/γ1, . . . ,√1/γNu}. The received analog baseband
signals are given as
r = Hγx+ n =
√
ρHs+ n
where n ∼ CN (0, INr ) indicates the additive white Gaussian
noise vector. We also assume zero mean and unit variance
for the user symbols s. Here, we consider ρ to be the SNR
due to the unit variance of the noise. The received signal r is
combined via two analog combiners, and we have
y =
√
ρWHRF2W
H
RF1Hs+W
H
RF2W
H
RF1n
=
√
ρWHRFHs+W
H
RFn (2)
where WRF=WRF1WRF2 is the two-stage analog combiner.
Each real and imaginary part of the combined signal y in
(2) are quantized at ADCs with b quantization bits. Under
the assumptions of a MMSE scalar quantizer, we adopt an
additive quantization noise model (AQNM) [21] which shows
reasonable accuracy in the low to medium SNR ranges [22].
The AQNM provides the approximated linearization of quan-
tization process, which is equivalent to the approximation
through Bussgang decomposition for low-resolution ADCs
[23]. The quantized signal vector is expressed as [21], [23]
yq = Q(y) = αb√ρWHRFHs+ αbWHRFn+ q (3)
where Q(·) is the element-wise quantizer, αb = 1 − βb is
the quantization gain where βb = E[|y − yq|2]/E[|y|2], and q
denotes the quantization noise vector that is uncorrelated with
the quantization input y [21]. For b > 5 quantization bits,
βb is approximated as βb ≈ pi
√
3
2 2
−2b for Gaussian transmit
signals s ∼ CN (0, INu). For b ≤ 5, the values of βb are listed
in Table 1 in [24]. Here, we assume q ∼ CN (0,Rqq), where
the covariance matrix Rqq is given as [21]
Rqq=αbβbdiag
{
ρWHRFHH
HWRF+W
H
RFWRF
}
. (4)
Then, yq is combined through a digital combiner WBB.
III. TWO-STAGE ANALOG COMBINING
A. Optimality of Two-Stage Analog Combining
In this section, we derive a near optimal structure for the
first and second analog combiners WRF1 ,WRF2 in low-
resolution ADC systems for a general channel by solving a MI
maximization problem without a constant modulus condition
on the analog combiner WRF. We consider the MI between
s and yq under the AQNM model, and it is given as
C(WRF) = log2
∣∣∣INRF + ρα2bD−1WHRFHHHWRF∣∣∣. (5)
where D = α2bW
H
RFWRF+Rqq. Based on (5), we formulate
a relaxed MI maximization problem as
P1 : WoptRF = argmax
WRF
C(WRF), s.t. WHRFWRF = I. (6)
Note that we only assume a semi-unitary constraint on the
analog combiner WHRFWRF = INRF as in [15].
We first derive an optimal scaling law with respect to NRF,
and provide a solution that achieves the scaling law.
Theorem 1 (Optimal scaling law). For fixed NRF/Nr = κ
with κ ∈ (0, 1), the MI with the optimal combiner WoptRF for
the problem P1 scales with NRF as
C(WoptRF ) ∼ Nu log2NRF (7)
and (7) is achieved by using W?RF = W
?
RF1
W?RF2 such that:
(i) W?RF1 = [U1:Nu U⊥], and
(ii) W?RF2 is any NRF × NRF unitary matrix that satisfies
the constant modulus condition on its elements,
where U1:Nu is the matrix of left singular vectors for the first
Nu largest singular values of H and U⊥ is the matrix of any
orthonormal vectors such that Span(U⊥) ⊥ Span(U1:Nu).
Proof. We derive an upper bound of C(WRF) and its scaling
law with respect to NRF, and show that adopting W?RF =
W?RF1W
?
RF2
in Theorem 1 achieves the same scaling law of
the upper bound. Let ui be the ith left singular vector of H.
Then, an arbitrary semi-unitary WRF can be decomposed into
WRF = [U|| U⊥]W¯RF, (8)
where U|| is an Nr×m matrix composed of m orthonor-
mal vectors whose column space is in the subspace of
Span(u1,· · ·,uNu) with 1≤m≤Nu, U⊥ is an Nr×(NRF−m)
matrix composed of (NRF−m) orthonormal vectors whose
column space is in the subspace of Span⊥(u1, · · · ,uNu), and
W¯RF is an NRF ×NRF unitary matrix.
Using (8), WHRFHH
HWRF in (5) can be re-written as
WHRFHH
HWRF
= W¯HRF[U|| U⊥]
HUΛUH [U|| U⊥]W¯RF
= W¯HRF
[
UH|| U1:NuΛNuU
H
1:Nu
U|| 0
0 0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
,Q
W¯RF (9)
where Λ = diag{λ1, · · · , λNu , 0, · · · , 0} ∈ CNr×Nr , ΛNu =
diag{λ1, . . . , λNu}, λi denotes λi{HHH}, and U1:Nr =
[u1, · · · ,uNr ]. The matrix Q is a rank m matrix and can be
represented as Q = UQΛ¯UHQ , where UQ is the NRF ×NRF
matrix consisting of NRF singular vectors of Q; and Λ¯ =
diag{λ¯1, · · · , λ¯m, 0, · · · , 0} ∈ CNRF×NRF . Here, λ¯i indicates
λi{Q}. Since UQ is unitary, we rewrite W¯RF as
W¯RF = UQWRF. (10)
where WRF is a unitary matrix. Substituting (10) into (9), we
have WHRFHH
HWRF = W
H
RFΛ¯WRF and (5) becomes
C(WRF)
=log2
∣∣∣∣I+αbβb diag−1
{
W
H
RFΛ¯WRF+
1
βbρ
I
}
W
H
RFΛ¯WRF
∣∣∣∣ .
(11)
Let G = W
H
RFΛ¯
1/2
= [Gsub 0], where Gsub is the NRF×m
submatrix of G. Then, the MI can be upper bounded as
C(WRF)=log2
∣∣∣∣INRF+αbβbGHdiag−1
{
‖[G]i,:‖2 + 1
βbρ
}
G
∣∣∣∣
= log2
∣∣∣∣Im + αbβbGHsubdiag−1
{
‖[Gsub]i,:‖2 + 1
βbρ
}
Gsub
∣∣∣∣
(a)
= log2
∣∣∣∣Im + αbβb G˜HsubG˜sub
∣∣∣∣
=
m∑
i=1
log2
(
1 +
αb
βb
λi{G˜HsubG˜sub}
)
(b)
≤ m log2
(
1 +
αb
βbm
m∑
i=1
λi{G˜HsubG˜sub}
)
(c)
= m log2
(
1 +
αb
βbm
NRF∑
i=1
‖[Gsub]i,:‖2
‖[Gsub]i,:‖2 + 1βbρ
)
(12)
where (a) comes from letting G˜sub be the matrix whose
each row i is given as ith row of Gsub normalized by(‖[Gsub]i,:‖2 + 1βbρ)1/2; (b) follows from Jensen’s inequality
and the concavity of log(1 + x) for x > 0; and (c) is from
m∑
i=1
λi{G˜HsubG˜sub}=Tr{G˜HsubG˜sub}=
NRF∑
i=1
‖[Gsub]i,:‖2
‖[Gsub]i,:‖2+ 1βbρ
.
Then, (12) is further upper bounded by m log2(1 +
αbNRF
βbm
)
because ‖[Gsub]i,:‖
2
‖[Gsub]i,:‖2+ 1βbρ
< 1. Since m log2(1 +
αbNRF
βbm
) is an
increasing function of m for m > 0, it is maximized with
m = Nu, and scales as Nu log2NRF with NRF →∞.
Now, we prove that the scaling law can be achieved by using
W?RF = W
?
RF1
W?RF2 . Let C , W
?H
RF2
ΛNRFW
?
RF2
. From
W?HRFHH
HW?RF = W
?H
RF2
ΛNRFW
?
RF2
= C where ΛNRF =
diag{λ1, · · · , λNu , 0, · · · , 0} ∈ CNRF×NRF and (11), we have
C(W?RF)=log2
∣∣∣∣INRF+αbβb diag−1
{
C+ 1βbρINRF
}
C
∣∣∣∣ (13)
(a)
= log2
∣∣∣∣∣∣I+αbβb
(∑Nu
i=1 λi
NRF
+
1
βbρ
)−1
W?HRF2ΛNRFW
?
RF2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (14)
=
Nu∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
αbρNRFλk/Nr
κ+ (1− αb)ρ
∑Nu
i=1 λi/Nr
)
(15)
(b)∼ Nu log2NRF, as NRF →∞.
where κ = NRF/Nr. Here, (a) follows from the fact
that all diagonal entries of W?HRF2ΛNRFW
?
RF2
are equal to
each other as dj =
∑Nu
i=1 λi/NRF, ∀j due to the con-
stant modulus property of W?RF2 ; (b) is from the fact
that as NRF → ∞ (Nr → ∞), we have 1NrHHH →
diag{ 1L1
∑L1
`=1 |g`,1|2, · · · , 1LNu
∑LNu
`=1 |g`,Nu |2} [25] from
the channel hk (1) and the law of large numbers, which implies
λi
Nr
→ 1
Li
Li∑
`=1
|g`,i|2 <∞, for i = 1, · · · , Nu.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We note that W?RF1 in Theorem 1 aggregates all channel
gains into the smaller dimension and provides (NRF − Nu)
extra dimensions. As observed in (14), W?RF2 , then, spreads
the aggregated channels gains over all NRF dimensions,
thereby reducing the quantization error by exploiting the
extra dimensions. Accordingly, the proposed solution W?RF =
W?RF1W
?
RF2
achieves the optimal scaling law (7) by reducing
the quantization error as NRF increases. We note that W?RF1
itself is the conventional optimal analog combiner for the
problem P1 without quantization error, i.e., for a perfect
quantization system with infinite quantization resolution.
Corollary 1. The conventional optimal solution WcvRF =
[U1:Nu U⊥] for perfect quantization systems cannot achieve
the optimal scaling law (7) in coarse quantization systems,
and the achievable MI with WcvRF is upper bounded by
C(WcvRF) < Cubsvd = Nu log2 (1 + αb/(1− αb)). (16)
Proof. From (13), we have the following MI with WRF2 = I:
C(WcvRF) = log2 ∣∣∣∣I+ αbβb diag−1
{
ΛNRF +
1
βbρ
I
}
ΛNRF
∣∣∣∣
=
Nu∑
i=1
log2
(
1 +
αbλi
βbλi + 1/ρ
)
(a)
< Nu log2
(
1 +
αb
βb
)
.
where (a) comes from ρ > 0. 
Corollary 1 shows that although the conventional optimal
combiner WcvRF captures the entire channel gains, the MI does
not scale as the MI with W?RF = W
?
RF1
W?RF2 . Since the
channel gains after WcvRF are concentrated on only Nu RF
chains, this results in severe quantization errors at each of
the Nu RF chains. Therefore, while the channel gains {λi}
increase with Nr, the quantization errors also increase, leading
to the bounded MI in (16). This confirms the benefit of using
the proposed second analog combiner W?RF2 . In addition, we
show the optimality of the proposed two-stage combiner in
maximizing the MI for a special case.
Theorem 2. When all singular values λi of HHH are
equal, the two-stage analog combining solution W?RF =
W?RF1W
?
RF2
in Theorem 1 maximizes the MI in (6) with finite
NRF. The corresponding optimal MI is given as
Copt,C(W?RF)=Nulog2
(
1+
αbλNRF
λNu(1−αb)+NRF/ρ
)
. (17)
Proof. Recall G = W
H
RFΛ¯
1/2
= [Gsub 0] in the proof of
Theorem 1, where Gsub is the NRF ×m submatrix and Λ¯ =
diag{λ¯1,· · ·, λ¯m, 0,· · ·, 0} where λ¯i=λi{Q} and Q is defined
in (9). From the assumption of λ1 = · · · = λNu = λ, we have
max
x∈CNRF :‖x‖=1
xHQx = max
y∈Cm:‖y‖=1
λ‖UH1:NuU||y‖2
(a)
≤ max
y∈Cm:‖y‖=1
λ‖UH1:Nu‖2‖U||‖2‖y‖2
= λ,
Algorithm 1: ARV-based TSAC
1 Initialization: set WRF1 = empty matrix, Hrm = H,
and V = {ϑ1, . . . , ϑ|V|} where ϑn = 2n|V| − 1
2 for i = 1 : NRF do
3 Maximum channel gain aggregation
(a) a(ϑ?) = argmaxϑ∈V ‖a(ϑ)HHrm‖2
(b) WRF1 =
[
WRF1 | a(ϑ?)
]
(c) Hrm = P⊥a(ϑ?)Hrm, where P⊥a(ϑ)=I−a(ϑ)a(ϑ)H
(d) V = V \ {ϑ?}
4 Set WRF2 = WDFT where WDFT is a normalized
NRF ×NRF DFT matrix.
5 return WRF1 and WRF2 ;
where (a) comes from the sub-multiplicativity of the norm,
and the last equality holds by ‖UH1:Nu‖ = 1 and ‖U||‖ = 1.
This implies λ¯i ≤ λ for i = 1, · · · ,m. Therefore, ‖[Gsub]j,:‖2
is maximized for any WRF when λ¯i = λ for i = 1, · · · ,m.
We consider the upper bound of C(WRF) in (12) and define
G?sub = W
H
RF
[√
λIm
0
]
∈ CNRF×m. Then, the upper bound of
C(WRF) in (12) is further upper bounded by
C(WRF) ≤ m log2
(
1 +
αb
βbm
NRF∑
i=1
‖[G?sub]i,:‖2
‖[G?sub]i,:‖2 + 1βbρ
)
(a)
≤ m log2
1 + αbNRF∑NRFi=1 ‖[G?sub]i,:‖2
βbm
(∑NRF
i=1 ‖[G?sub]i,:‖2 + NRFβbρ
)

(b)
= m log2
(
1 +
αbλNRF
λmβb +NRF/ρ
)
, (18)
where (a) is from Jensen’s inequality and the concavity of
x/(x+ 1) for x > 0; and (b) is from
∑NRF
i=1 ‖[G?sub]i,:‖2 =
‖G?sub‖2F = λm. Note that (18) is maximized with m = Nu
as (18) is an increasing function of m for m > 0 with
αb, λ, ρ,NRF > 0. By putting λ1 = · · · = λNu = λ into (15),
it is shown that the upper bound of C(WRF) in (18) with m =
Nu can be achieved by adopting W?RF = W
?
RF1
W?RF2 . 
B. Two-Stage Analog Combining Algorithm
We propose an ARV-based two-stage analog combining
(ARV-TSAC) algorithm for mmWave channels to implement
the derived combining solution in Theorem 1 under the
constant modulus constraint. Theorem 1 provides a practical
analog combiner structure that is implementable with a two-
stage analog combiner WRF = WRF1WRF2 under the con-
stant modulus constraint. Since the ARV can be considered as
a basis of mmWave channels as shown in (1), finding a set of
ARVs that are orthogonal to each other and collects most chan-
nel gains can perform similar to using [U1:NuU⊥] for WRF1 .
In this regard, we adopt an ARV-codebook based maximum
channel gain aggregation approach to capture most channel
gains into the fewer RF chains by exploiting the sparse nature
of mmWave channels. To this end, we first set the codebook
Figure 2. The MI simulation results for Nr = 128 receive antennas, Nu = 8
users, λL = 3 average channel paths, b = 2 quantization bits, and NRF ∈
{43, 64} RF chains that are dNr/3e and dNr/2e, respectively.
of the evenly spaced spatial angles V = {ϑ1, . . . , ϑ|V|}. To
avoid excessive search complexity for the exhaustive method,
the proposed algorithm operates in greedy manner to find the
best NRF ARVs with greatly reduced complexity.
The proposed ARV-TSAC method is described in Algo-
rithm 1. The ARV a(ϑ?) which captures the largest channel
gain in the remaining channel dimensions Hrm is selected in
Step (a) and composes a column of WRF1 in Step (b). In Step
(c), Hrm is projected onto the subspace of Span⊥(a(ϑ?)) to
remove the channel gain on the space of a(ϑ?). Algorithm 1
repeats these steps until NRF ARVs are selected from the
codebook V . The algorithm uses a fixed DFT matrix WDFT
to implement W?RF2 as WDFT satisfies both the unitary and
constant modulus constraints.
Employing the fixed DFT matrix for the second analog
combiner WRF2 = WDFT provide benefits in reducing
implementation complexity and power consumption because
WDFT does not depend on the channel and can be constructed
by using passive (fixed) phase shifters. Therefore, WRF2
can be implemented with very low complexity and power
consumption in the practical system. In addition, when NRF
is a power of two, the fast Fourier transform version of the
DFT calculation can be applied, which reduces the number of
passive phase shifters for WRF2 to NRF log2NRF.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
two-stage analog combing algorithm in the MI and ergodic
sum rate. In the simulations, we set the codebook size to
be |V| = Nr, which guarantees WHRFWRF = INRF . In the
simulations, we evaluate the following cases:
1) ARV-TSAC: proposed two-stage analog combining.
2) ARV: analog combining only with WRF = WRF1
selected from the ARV-TSAC.
3) SVD+DFT: two-stage analog combining with WRF1 =
U1:NRF and WRF2 = WDFT based on Theorem 1.
4) SVD: one-stage analog combining WRF = U1:NRF .
(a) Nr = 256
(b) κ = 1/3
Figure 3. The MI simulation results with Nu = 8 users, λL = 4 average
channel paths, b = 2 quantization bits, and ρ = 0 dB SNR for (a) Nr = 256
receive antennas and (b) κ = NRF/Nr = 1/3.
5) Greedy-MI: one-stage analog combining with greedy-
based MI maximization.
Note that the SVD+DFT and SVD cases are infeasible to
implement in practice due to the constant modulus constraint.
Here, the greedy-MI maximization method is also evaluated
to provide a reference performance. At each iteration, the
greedy method searches for a single ARV from the codebook
V which maximizes the MI with the previously selected ARVs,
and repeats until selects NRF ARVs. For mmWave channels,
we adopt Lk = max{1,Poisson(λL)} [26] unless mentioned
otherwise, where λL is the average number of channel paths.
A. Mutual Information
Fig. 2 shows the MI simulation results for Nr = 128,
NRF ∈ {43, 64}, Nu = 8, λL = 3, and b = 2 with respect
to the SNR ρ. The proposed ARV-TSAC algorithm shows a
similar MI as does the SVD+DFT case, and they achieve the
highest MI over the most SNR ranges. Having a gap from the
ARV-TSAC, the Greedy-MI and ARV cases achieve similar MI
to each other. Note that the MI gap decreases as ρ increases in
the high SNR regime, and the Greedy-MI and ARV cases with
NRF = 43 attain the higher MI than that of the SVD+DFT and
ARV-TSAC in the very high SNR regime. This is because the
simulated channel environment does not meet the optimality
condition for the two-stage analog combining solution. As
more RF chains are used, however, the MI gap becomes larger
and the performance reversal would happen in even the higher
SNR regime, which corresponds to the intuition derived in
Section III. The SVD case results in the worst MI performance
and its MI converges to the theoretic upper bound Cubsvd in (16).
The MI simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 with Nu = 8,
λL = 4, b = 2, and ρ = 0 dB in terms of NRF. In Fig. 3(a), the
MIs of SVD+DFT and ARV-TSAC increase logarithmically
with fixed Nr = 256, which corresponds to the scaling law in
Theorem 1. The Greedy-MI, ARV, and SVD cases, however,
show only marginal increase of the MI as NRF increases.
In Fig. 3(b), κ = NRF/Nr is fixed to be κ = 1/3. The
Greedy-MI and ARV cases increase more slowly compared to
the SVD+DFT and ARV-TSAC cases. This is because more
channel gains are collected as Nr increases for all cases, but
the two-stage combining can reduce more quantization error
as NRF increases. Thus, the MI gap between the two-stage
and one-stage combining cases increases as NRF increases.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we derived a near optimal two-stage analog
combining solution for an unconstrained MI maximization
problem in hybrid MIMO systems with low-resolution ADCs.
We showed that unlike a conventional optimal solution, the
derived solution achieves the optimal scaling law and max-
imizes the mutual information for a homogeneous channel
singular value case. We further implemented the solution
in the proposed two-stage analog combining architecture
that decouples the channel gain aggregation and spreading
functions in the solution into two cascaded analog combin-
ers. Simulation results validated the key insights obtained
in this paper and demonstrated that the proposed two-stage
analog combining algorithm outperforms conventional one-
stage algorithms. Therefore, considering the low complexity
in deploying the second analog combiner, the proposed two-
stage analog combining architecture can provide a better
performance and power tradeoff than a conventional hybrid
architecture for future wireless communications.
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